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Abstract. With a brief introduction to one-dimensional channels and conductance quantization in
mesoscopic systems, we discuss some recent experimental puzzles in these systems, which include
reduction of quantized conductances and an interestingodd–eveneffect in the presence of an in-plane
magnetic field. We then discuss a recent non-homogeneous Luttinger liquid model proposed by us,
which addresses and gives an explanation for the reduced conductances and theodd–eveneffect. We
end with a brief summary and discussion of future projects.
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1. Introduction

Recent advances in the fabrication of gating of the two-dimensional electron gases formed
at the inversion layer of high mobility GaAs–AlGaAs heterostructures have enabled the
experimental study [1–7] of electron transport through very few channels or even a sin-
gle channel, not all of which have been theoretically well-understood. This has caused a
tremendous upsurge in the study of quantum wires and Luttinger liquids (LLs) [8].

Early experiments [1] found that the dc conductance through narrow constrictions were
quantized with the steps separated by∆g = g̃(2e2=h), whereg̃� 1. This could be un-
derstood within the Landauer–Buttiker picture of transport through the scattering matrix
approach [9]. In fact, when electron–electron interactions were included via the LL theory,
initial calculations [10] expected a reduction in quantized conductance – ˜g was expected to
be the Luttinger parameter, which depended on the strength of the interactions. Later on it
was realized [11] that the Fermi liquid leads play a role, and when that was taken properly
into account, ˜g� 1, even for a LL wire.

However, in the last few years it has been found in several experiments [2–7] that ˜g< 1
and in fact, varies, depending on the temperatureT and the length of the wireL. However,
conductance quantization or plateaux were still seen, indicating that the reduction was
not due to impurities, and moreover, the reduction was found to be uniform in all the
channels. Also, the flatness of the plateaus appeared to indicate an insensitivity to the
electron density in the channel. Besides this, when an external magnetic field was placed
in-plane and parallel to the channels [5], a splitting of the conductance steps was observed
together with an odd–even effect of the renormalization of the plateau heights, with the odd
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and even plateau heights being renormalized by smaller and larger amounts respectively.
This motivated us to study the LL model of a quantum wire, with Fermi liquid leads and
the unusual feature of additional lengths of short LLs modeling the contacts between the
leads and the wire.

This paper is organized as follows: Inx2, we review conductance quantization of one-
dimensional channels in mesoscopic systems. Inx3, we give a brief description of some
recent experimental results and some of the puzzles mentioned above, such as reduction
of quantized conductance even in clean quantum wires and a novel odd–even effect in
the presence of a magnetic field. Inx4, we give a brief introduction to Luttinger liquids
(LLs) and bosonization and transport in these models. Inx5, we describe our model, which
is essentially an inhomogeneous LL model, with five distinct regions, the twoleadsand
contactsand the centralwireand having two barriers at the boundaries between the contacts
and the leads and explain how this model is motivated by the experimental results. We then
describe the results of our calculations with the model, showing reduced conductances as
a function of temperature, and lengths of the wire and the contacts. Inx6, we show that in
the presence of an in-plane magnetic field, the barriers show different renormalizations for
the odd and even plateau leading to the odd–even effect. Finally, we end inx7, with a brief
summary and possible future extensions of our work.

2. Introduction to one-dimensional channels and conductance quantization

Semiconductor mesoscopic conductors are fabricated by confining electrons to a two-
dimensional conducting layer formed at the interface between GaAs and GaAlAs. The
electrons are free to move in thex–y plane, but are confined by some potential in thez-
direction. Their dispersion is given byE = En+

~
2

2m(k2
x +k2

y). The indexn labels different
sub-bands. At low temperatures and low carrier densities, only the lowest sub-bandn= 0
is occupied. So we can ignore thez-dimension altogether and treat the electron gas as a
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) in thex–y plane.

Now, we apply strong confining potential in they-direction. If the dimensions of the
conductor were large, then the conductivity of the sample would be given byg= σW=L,
whereσ is the conductivity of the material andW andL are the widths and lengths of the
sample. But as the length is reduced, experimentally, it was found that the conductance
reaches a limiting valuegc instead of increasing indefinitely. The reason for this is that
there exists a non-zero resistance at the interface between the sample and the leads, which
is unavoidable. This is called the contact resistance and for very clean samples, at low
temperatures, it was found to be a universal quantity.

This can be very easily understood, using Landauer’s picture [9] of electron transport as
a scattering problem. Consider applying a strong confining potential in they-direction, so
that the dispersion is given byE = E0+ εm+ ~

2k2
x=2m. For each value ofm, we have a

different sub-band. The spacing between sub-bands is fixed by the confining potential; the
stronger the confinement, the farther apart the sub-bands. In actual experiments, confine-
ment in they-direction is controlled by a gate voltage. We have a quasi-one-dimensional
wire when only a few sub-bands are occupied.

Let us now calculate the conductance through each sub-band or channel of the wire
for an applied voltage biasµ2 � µ1. The currentI is given by I = (1=L)∑k ev =

(e=L)∑k(∂E=∂~k) because the density of the electrons for eachk state is 1=L. Since
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∑k = 2� (L=2π)
R

dk, we get

I =
2e
h

Z µ2

µ1

dE =
2e2

h

(µ2�µ1)

e
: (1)

Hence, the minimum contact resistance per channel is given byh=2e2. For M channels,
the same argument givesI = (2e2=h)M((µ2� µ1)=e), which implies that the contact re-
sistance =h=2e2M. Since a macroscopic conductor has a very large number of channels,
for macroscopic conductors the contact resistance is negligible. But for a single channel,
Rc = 12:9 kΩ, and is certainly not negligible.

This contact resistance has been experimentally measured [1]. A gate voltage controls
the density of electrons in the channel and narrows down the constriction progressively.
The current is plotted as a function of the gate voltage. Although the width of the constric-
tion changes continuously, the current goes down in steps as seen in figure 1. So starting
with current through a single channel, the current increases each time a sub-band comes
below the Fermi level. WhenM sub-bands are filled,g = 2Me2=h – i.e., the steps are
quantized at multiples of 2e2=h� g0. For very precise quantization, one needs ultra-clean
samples where the only source of resistance is the contact resistance.

This quantization can be shown to be true even when the electrons are interacting. That
is not a surprising result when one realises that the resistance that is being measured here
is purely a contact resistance and does not depend upon the interior of the wire.

3. Brief description of recent experimental results

Here, we give a brief summary of the experimental results on transport in quasi-one-
dimensional channels in the last few years. One of the main features that has been found
is the reduction of quantized conductances fromN� g0. Flat plateaux, independent of
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Figure 1. Quantized conductance of a ballistic wire. A negative gate voltage is applied
to deplete the electrons in a narrow channel. The conductanceg is a measure in units of
e2=h.
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the gate voltage are still seen in each channel, but the quantization is now at some value
below N� g0 (see, for instance, figures 2 and 3 in [3]). This has been noticed by sev-
eral groups [2–6] and the variation of the reduction as a function of the temperature and
the length of the quantum wire has also been measured. Taruchaet al [2] performed ex-
periments with wires of lengths 2µm to 10 µm fabricated using split-gate methods at
temperatures from 0.3 K to 1.1 K, and found deviations from the perfect quantization of
the steps. Yacobyet al [3] made measurements on a 2µm wire and at temperatures rang-
ing fromT = 0:3 K to T = 25 K and they found that the reduction is surprisingly uniform
for each channel. They also found that the step heights were increasingly renormalized at
lower temperatures. Similar experiments [4–6] studied the variation in the reduction as a
function of both length and temperature and confirmed that the step heights were increas-
ingly renormalized when either the temperature was lowered (for a fixed length of quantum
wire) or the length of the quantum wire was increased at a fixed temperature. Such renor-
malizations would require backscattering of electrons. If these backscatterings were due
to impurities within the quantum wires, the conductance corrections would be gate-voltage
dependent as shown in our calculations. This certainly can not lead to flat conductance
plateaus as seen in the experiments.

In the presence of a magnetic field, Lianget al [5] found that as they turned up the
external magnetic field (kept in plane and aligned along the direction of the channel) from
0 to 11 T, the spin degeneracy gets lifted and each conductance step splits into two steps,
with the heights of both being less thang0. At a magnetic field strength of 11 T, they found
that the difference between the conductance of successive pairs of spin-split sub-bands
alternates. This shows that the conductance of the odd numbered spin-split sub-bands
containing the moments aligned with the magnetic field undergoes little renormalization,
while the conductance of the even numbered spin-split sub-bands containing the moments
anti-aligned with the magnetic field undergoes a large renormalization. This is the odd–
even effect.

The naive non-interacting Landauer explanation for the renormalization of the plateaux
would require back-scattering of electrons due to impurities within the quantum wires,
which could lead tog = g0�N�T whereT is the transmission coefficient. ButT is a
function of the energyE of the electrons, which in turn, is related to the density of the
electrons in the channel (which is controlled by the gate-voltageVG). Thus, the conduc-
tance corrections would be gate-voltage dependent. This certainly can not lead to flat con-
ductance plateaus as seen in the experiments. To obtain flat plateau renormalizations, one
would have to postulate thatT is independent ofE, which is very unlikely. Moreover, the
conductance corrections depend on temperature. This is hard to arrange within the usual
non-interacting Landauer model of conductance corrections. Neither is the odd–even effect
easy to see within the standard picture.

4. Introduction to Luttinger liquids and bosonization

The standard paradigm for many-fermion systems is the Fermi liquid theory. The Fermi
gas is a collection of non-interacting fermions, filled up to the Fermi level. Excitations
over the ground state are quasiparticles (above the Fermi surface) and quasiholes (below
the Fermi surface), which have the same quantum numbers as that of the original electrons
or holes. The idea behind the Fermi liquid (FL) theory is that interactions can change
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the ground state, modify the excitations and their energies and so on, but essentially, one
continues to have single-particle fermion like excitations even after the inclusion of the
interactions. These excitations (called Landau quasiparticles) can have their masses, cou-
plings, etc, renormalized, but basically each state is in one-to-one correspondence with the
non-interacting states.

In three dimensions, most electronic phenomena (with some exceptions like the two-
channel Kondo problem) can be understood within the framework of FL theory. In two
dimensions, there exist some phenomena, where it is not clear whether FL theory is really
applicable. For instance, many people believe that highTc superconductivity needs non-FL
behavior. Also, theν = 1=2 state in FQHE is probably an example of a non-FL.

But in one dimension, it is well-known that the FL theory breaks down, and the ground
state is a non-trivial state called theLuttinger liquid(LL) state, which no longer has quasi-
particles similar to that of the non-interacting case. Why is one dimension different? The
reason is that the Fermi surface is reduced to two points. Hence, low-energy particle–hole
pair excitations have their energy fixed by momentum and vice-versa (see figure 2) and
consequently, the particle–hole mode propagates coherently as a new bosonic particle. All
low energy modes are exhausted by these bosonic modes; hence, the fermionic theory can
be rewritten in terms of the bosonic fields using a procedure called bosonization.

An interesting point is that it is possible to solve a non-trivial fermion model by re-
casting in boson language. In fact, even when the bosonic model is not exactly solvable,
bosonization turns out to be a useful tool to compute correlation functions, which can then
be supplemented with renormalization group (RG) arguments to get useful information.

4.1 Bosonization

The explicit relation relating bosons and fermions is given by

ψR�
ηRp
2π

e�2i
p

πφR (2)

for a right-moving fermionψR and a right-moving bosonφR and similarly for left-movers.
ηR is a Klein factor which takes care of the anti-commutation property of fermions.
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Figure 2. (a) Single particle spectrum of the Fermi gas in one dimension. (b) Particle–
hole pair spectrum with the forbidden region and the continuum.
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For any interaction, one can show that the velocities of the spin and charge modes are
different; so generically, a LL state has spin-charge separation. Also, instead of a pole
in the single particle propagator, even when interactions are included, as one would ex-
pect for a FL, here one finds that all correlation functions have a power law fall-off, with
the power being dependent on the interaction parameter. These anomalous exponents in
various correlation functions or response functions are the hallmark of the LL behavior.

A generic LL model is given by

H =
v
2

Z
dx

�
KΠ2+

1
K
(∂xφ)2

�
: (3)

For non-interacting fermionsK = 1 andv= vF. For repulsive interactionsK < 1. All low
energy properties can be found in terms ofK andv. But one problem with LL models is
that contact with the microscopic theory is not obvious.

4.2 Transport and conductances in LL

In this subsection, we study transport, in particular the dc (or zero frequency) conductivity
in clean one-dimensional wires with no impurities or barriers.

Conductance of a clean LL.First, we shall perform a calculation to compute the conduc-
tance of a LL without any consideration of contacts or leads. By computing the conduc-
tance using the current–current correlation functions in the Kubo formula, we can show
that the conductance of a clean Luttinger wire (with no leads) is given by

g� I
V

=
Ke2

2π
: (4)

But when we include leads modeled as semi-infinite Fermi liquids on either side (i.e., we
study the same bosonic model, but withK varying spatially –K = KL = 1 for x< 0 and
x> D, whereD is the length of the wire, andK = KW for 0< x< D), then we find that

g=
KLe2

2π
=

e2

2π
: (5)

This is not a surprising result. As we have explained before, the resistance is only due to
the contacts. So whether the electrons in the wire interact or not, it is not relevant to the
conductance.

Transport through single impurity. Here, we study the conductance through a single im-
purity. We will see that interactions change the picture dramatically. For a non-interacting
one-dimensional wire, from just solving usual one-dimensional quantum mechanics prob-
lems, we know that we can get both transmission and reflection depending on the strength
of the scattering potential. But for an interacting wire, we find that for any scattering
potential, however small, for repulsive interactions between the electrons, there is zero
transmission and full reflection (implies conductance is zero, or that the wire is ‘cut’) and
for attractive interactions between electrons (which is of course possible only for some
renormalized ‘effective’ electrons), there is full transmission and zero reflection (implying
perfect conductance or ‘healing’ of the wire).
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Note: The above is true forT = 0 and forL!∞, whereT is the temperature andL is the
length of the wire. For finite temperature and lengths, there will be calculable corrections
to the above results, which, in fact, is what we shall explicitly compute in our model.

Let us introduce a single impurity (a barrier or constriction, or even an experimentally
introduced strong bias at a point along the wire) in the quantum wire. We can model this
by a potentialV(x) around origin and write the Hamiltonian for the system as

δH =

Z
dxV(x)ψ†

(x)ψ(x) = �λ [ψ†
R(x= 0)ψL(x= 0)+ h:c:]

= λ cos 2
p

πKφ(0): (6)

In the weak barrier limit, the renormalization group (RG) equation for the barrier strength
gives

dλ
dl

= (1�K)λ : (7)

Thus, the perturbation is relevant whenK < 1, and the strength of the potential grows as
we renormalize down to lower temperatures or longer lengths. AtT = 0 or L ! ∞, this
implies that the wire is cut.

Since the RG equation is perturbative inλ , it is necessary to look at the strong barrier
limit and ask what happens when we start from a cut wire and allow for hopping. Here, the
perturbation term or the hopping term is given by

δH = � t[ψ†
<
(x= 0)ψ>(x= 0)+ h:c:] = t cos

2
p

π
K

θ (0) ; (8)

and the RG equation (perturbative int) is given by

dt
dl

=

�
1� 1

K

�
t: (9)

ForK < 1, t ! 0 – i.e., the hopping term is irrelevant and the wire remains ‘cut’.
In either case, the conductance is zero. For finiteT andL, there are temperature- and

length-dependent corrections.

5. Our one-dimensional LL model

One might expect that the simplest model to obtain renormalizations of the quantized con-
ductances would be a LL model between two FL leads, with barriers at the junctions be-
tween the leads and the wires. However, the problem in such a model is that the velocity

of the electron in the wire is set byvw =

q
v2

F�2Es=m whereEs are the discrete energy

levels of the confinement potential set by the gate voltageVG. As VG changes, the density
of electrons in the channel varies andEs clearly depends on the channel numbers. These
velocities are, hence, density and channel dependent. The interaction parameter is also
expected to be density and channel dependent. Hence, we cannot expect flat and channel
independent renormalizations of the conductance plateau, using such a model.
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Instead, in our model for the quantum wire, we include two additional contact regions
modeling the change from the 2DEG to the 1DEG. The contacts themselves are chosen to
be short lengths of LL wire. Since, interactions are expected to be important in this region,
we takeK = KC. But the important point is that this region is independent of the gate
voltage, so no 1D bands are formed andvC is set byvF and interactions in the contact, and
is not influenced by the gate voltage that controls the density in the wire.

In fact, Yacobyet al [7] established the existence ofl 2D�1D, which is the length of
the scattering region between the 2D leads and the 1D wire. They found that a length
l2D�1D � 2�6 µm was needed to cause backscattering. Such a scattering length existed
in their original experiment as well and was responsible for reduction from ideal quantized
conductance value. Hence, our model that a finite contact region is needed to obtain the
smooth transition from the 2DEG to the 1D wire is physically quite reasonable.

So our model for the quantum wire, motivated both by the way the wire is constructed as
well as by the experimental results, is a LL model, but in five pieces. The external 2DEG
reservoirs are modeled as two semi-infinite FL leads, while the contacts are modeled as
short quantum wires with the junctions at either end modeled asδ -function barriers. The
inter-electron interactions in the system, and hence the parameterK which characterizes the
interactions, vary abruptly at each of the junctions. Hence, we study aKL-KC- KW-KC-KW
model. The barriers at the junctions are because changes in the geometry (if not adiabatic)
and also in the interaction parameters do lead to barrier-like potentials at the junctions.
The important point is thatvC andKC are independent of gate voltage. We assume weak
barriers at the contact-lead junction and negligible barriers at the contact-wire junction,
because the change in geometry and interaction strengths are likely to be stronger at the
contact-wire junction.

Hence, the model can be written as

S0 =

Z
dt

�Z 0

�∞
dxL1+

Z d

0
dxL2+

Z l+d

d
dxL3

+

Z l+2d

l+d
dxL2+

Z ∞

l+2d
dxL1

�
;

where

L1 = L (φρ ;KL ;vL) + L (φσ ;KL ;vL) ;

L2 = L (φρ ;KCρ ;vCρ) + L (φσ ;KCσ ;vCσ ) ;

L3 = L (φρ ;KWρ ;vWρ) + L (φσ ;KWσ ;vWσ )

with

L (φ ;K;v) =
1

2Kv
(∂φ=∂ t)2� v

2K
(∂φ=∂x)2 : (10)

The action for the coupling to the gate voltage, as well as the junction-barrier terms, are
given by

Sgate+Sbarrier=
eVGp

π

Z
dt[φ3ρ �φ2ρ ]+

V
2πα

Σi

Z
dt[cos(2

p
πφ1i)

+cos(2
p

πφ4i + η)]; (11)
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wherei is summed over";#, α is a short distance cutoff andη in terms of the wave numbers
in the contact and wire regions is given byη = 2kCd+kWl .

Once we have the above action, there exists a straightforward method to study it. We
integrate out the bosonic degrees of freedom everywhere except atx= 0;d; l +d andx=

l + 2d and study the effective action in various limits. Here, we just quote the results
[12,13] that we obtain in the various limits.

� High temperature or high frequency limit

The Matsubara frequencies̄ωn are quantized in multiples of the temperature asω̄n =

2πnkBT and hence the temperature is equivalent to frequency. WhenT � Td �
vCρ=(2πkBd) andTl � vWρ=(2πkBl), the conductance correction is given by

g=
2e2

h
KL [1�c1T

2(Keff�KL )(jV(0)j2+ jV(l +2d)j2)]: (12)

Here,c1 is a dimensionful constant depending onvCρ and the cutoffα (but independent of
all factors depending on gate voltageVG) and

Keff =
KLKCρ

KL +KCρ
+

KLKCσ
KL +KCσ

=
KCρ

1+KCρ
+

1
2
: (13)

The only parameters arec1 and the interaction parameterKCρ becauseKCσ = 1 in the
absence of a magnetic field. For the Yacobyet alexperiment,l 2D�1D = 6 µm, which means
thatTd;TL � 0:1�0:2 K, so that all their results are in this regime. Thus, if we assume that
their l2D�1D is what we are calling the contact lengthd, then, this result explains why they
get flat plateau renormalizations and renormalizations independent of the channel, since
Kc andvC are independent of the gate voltage. From this analysis, one expects a similar
order of magnitude for the contact lengthl 2D�1D even in the Taruchaet al and Lianget
al experiments. In fact, our results also tell us that as the temperatureT is raised, the
conductance corrections get smaller and approaches integer multiples ofg0, as indeed seen
in the experiments.

Note that our results crucially depend on introduction of contact region and placing of
the barriers between the contact and the lead. In fact, the barriers can be anywhere in the
contact, as long as they are not too close to the wire region, and we still get the same result.
Essentially, by modeling the contacts as short LL’s, we have included many-body effects
at the contacts and shown that they are responsible for the observed conductances.

� Intermediate temperatures

Here, there are two possible scenarios. Either, we have (a)Tl � T � Td (if d� l ), or we
have (b)Td � T � Tl (if l � d).

For scenario (a), which we call the wire regime,

g=
2e2

h
KL [1�c2T

2(Keff�K̃eff)

d
T2(K̃eff�KL) (jV(0)j2+ jV(l +2d)j2)]; (14)

where

K̃eff =
KLKWρ

KL +KWρ
+

KLKWσ
KL +KWσ

=
KWρ

1+KWρ
+

1
2
: (15)
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Here, clearly, the conductance depends on the wire parameters and hence on the gate volt-
age; in this regime, we would not expect flat and channel independent plateau renormal-
izations.

Scenario (b), which we call the quantum point contact limit, however, has channel in-
dependent flat plateau renormalizations both for the high and intermediate temperature
regimes.

� Low temperatures

Here,T � Td andTl and in this regime, the conductance is given by

g=
2e2

h
KL [1�c3T

2(KL�1)T2(Keff�K̃eff)

d
T2(K̃eff�KL )

l
jV(0)+V(l +2d)j2]

=
2e2

h
[1�c3T

2(Keff�K̃eff)

d
T2(K̃eff�1)

l
jV(0)+V(l +2d)j2]: (16)

In this regime, there is no temperature dependence. The conductance correction only
depends ond and l , since they take over the role of the infra-red cutoff. Asd and l de-
crease, corrections become smaller andg approachesg0. In this case, there also exists the
possibility of resonant transmission, since the barriers are seen coherently. The conduc-
tance corrections in this regime depends on wire parameters and hence gate voltage, and so
one would not expect flat plateau renormalizations. So a concrete prediction of our model
would be that at very low temperatures, the conductance corrections will not be flat and
moreover, there could be resonances in the transmission due to the two barriers being seen
coherently. A study of the experimental graphs of Reillyet al [14] leads us to speculate
that perhaps such resonances have already been seen.

6. Model in a magnetic field

In this section, we will study the effects of an in-plane magnetic field on the conductivity
of a quantum wire. Since, orbital motion is not possible in an in-plane magnetic field, we
will only consider the effect of the Zeeman term. This term couples differently to spin-up
and spin-down electrons; here up and down are defined with respect to the direction of the
magnetic field which may or may not be parallel to the quantum wire. Thus theSU(2)
symmetry of rotations is explicitly broken and the spin and charge degrees of freedom do
not decouple any longer.

For very strong magnetic fields (� 16 T) (Zeeman energies� inter-sub-band energies),
all spins are polarized and conductances are quantized ase2=h and the wire is essentially
described as a spinless LL.

But when the magnetic field is not that large, but still large (8 T� b� 16 T), each
sub-band splits into two – a spin" sub-band and spin# sub-band. We might expect barrier
renormalizations for both the sub-bands to be the same. But it turns out that the barrier
renormalization for spin parallel (moments aligned with the magnetic field) band is much
smaller than that for the spin anti-parallel (or anti-aligned moments) band. Hence, the
conductance correction is much more for even bands and negligible for odd bands.

In fact, this odd–even effect even exists when the magnetic field is not large enough to
completely spin-split the bands. Hence, one would expect that the electrons with moments
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aligned with the magnetic field go through the quantum wire more easily than the electrons
which are anti-aligned.

This odd–even effect, in fact, has been experimentally seen [5], and perhaps could be
instrumental in constructing a spin-valve using these wires [13].

7. Summary and future prospects

In this paper, we have introduced a non-homogeneous LL model for the quantum wire,
motivated by the experimental results. The main features of the experiments that we have
explained using our model are:

� Flat plateau renormalization

This was essentially done by modeling the contact regions as LLs with barriers be-
tween the contacts and the leads and by keeping the contacts independent of gate
voltage. The results were found to be in qualitative agreement with experiments.

The main point to note here is that, in the absence of scatterers in the wire, con-
ductances are only dependent on the contacts. The internal wire region can only be
experienced if it has scatterers.

� Odd–even effect in the presence of a magnetic field

We explained the odd-even effect in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field by
showing that the barrier renormalization due to interactions is different for" and#
bands in the presence of the magnetic field.

By explicitly fitting a power law form to the conductance corrections as a function of
temperature as given in the inset of figure 3 in ref. [3], we find that

δg=�0:3512T�0:1058�0:0345T : (17)

In future, we would like to understand the reasons for the discrepancy of this law from the
simpler power law form that our model predicts and perhaps make a more realistic model,
which could agree with the data more quantitatively. We would also like to understand
several features which are observed on the rise between two successive plateaus, such as
the ‘0.7 effect’. For this, one needs to study the model when some sub-band is partially
opened.
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